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Description

[0001] The field of the invention is that of insulating
supports for coils, being of the type of coils that are pref-
erably used to form part of reactors, whose core is de-
fined by a series of E-shaped and I-shaped plates that
are coupled together, in such a way that the central
branch of the E-shaped plates is introduced in the hollow
central part. The here disclosed insulating support is
formed by the coil heads and a rectangular sheet-
shaped plastic body, provided in the center and side with
respective cuts, and being longitudinally formed to facil-
itate adaptation thereof to the coil heads.
[0002] In order to facilitate the anchoring of the coil
heads with regard to the support or mandrel where the
winding is to take place, according to claim 1 the heads
have in relation to the inside surface thereof, some pro-
jections that define an imaginary dovetail-shaped re-
cess, in order to anchor the same in the support in order
to avoid possible release.
[0003] The here disclosed insulating support for coils
has the purpose allowing configuration of the insulating
element for coils, along with the pair of coil heads, in
order to carry out winding on it, defining from the first
turns an inseparable unitary assemble.

FIELD OF APPLICATION

[0004] The new insulating support for coils is prefer-
ably applicable in the configuration of generally rectan-
gular-shaped coils, with their central part hollow, which
are used in the manufacture of reactors that have a core
of E-shaped and I-shaped plates that couple together.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0005] Among supports conventionally used for the
manufacture of coils, FR-A-2246040 discloses a self-in-
duction coil for discharge lamps including, as part of the
invention, an insulating body for the coil. Said insulating
body is a rectangular plan sheet-shaped body provided
in the center with respective cuts and a pair of folding
lines on both sides, nevertheless FR-A-2246040 does
not include any element to prevent the insulating body
from releasing during the process of winding, by fixing
said insulating body on the mandrel where the coil is
being wound. This feature would significantly improve
the reliability of said process and therefore its efficiency.
[0006] Another type of support for coils used in the
manufacture of reactors, is formed by a plastic material
body, obtained by injection, and which is defined by a
rectangular profile with a U-shaped cross section, be-
tween whose wings the winding of the turns is carried
out. Thus, the first manufacturing cost of coils is repre-
sented by the cost of the support made out of injected
plastic.
[0007] Another type of supports for coils used in the
manufacture of reactors, is defined by a pair of coil

heads, and a pair of independent insulating cardboard
bodies, that are situated on both sides between the coil
heads.
[0008] In this case, given that in the materialization of
the coil the pair of heads are independent elements in
order to allow for carrying out the winding of the turns,
all the elements forming the support must be fastened,
because on the contrary their automatic release would
be provoked, the coils can only be carried out one by
one on independent supports and by means of so-called
flyer type winders.
[0009] In this way, production is very low and many
winders are required, with the aggravating circumstance
that the investment must be high and besides, the wind-
ing does not have suitable rigidity upon being done in a
rounded manner, the turns not adapting adequately to
the contour of the support.
[0010] Likewise, the insulating cardboard parts must
be fastened on themselves, so that the sides of the coil,
remain adequately isolated and so that their assembly
on the E-shaped plates of the core is made possible,
thus avoiding a possible release of the same, said fas-
tening being done by gluing.
[0011] This is so, because the two insulating card-
board parts are totally independent from each other, as
well as with regard to the coil heads, whereby the same
could move laterally and even become totally released.

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0012] The present specification discloses an insulat-
ing support for coils as claimed in claim 1, preferably
useful in the manufacture of reactors. The coils are
formed from coil heads and a rectangular plan support,
with its central part hollow and constituting the coil sup-
port basically by a generally rectangular plan sheet-
shaped plastic body, provided laterally in the center with
respective cuts that define a central narrower section,
forming longitudinally and laterally respective pairs of
formation lines that cause the bending of the sheet-like
body according to two side wings.
[0013] The sheet-shaped plastic body will be mount-
ed in a first coil head by its narrower central part, with a
certain mechanical stress, upon the projecting side
wings resting on the inside surface of the coil head,
causing the free end of the narrower sections to con-
verge with each other, while it is perfectly fastened to
the same, whereas the pair of side winds diverge from
each other, facilitating the winding of the turns.
[0014] Upon placing, the second coil head between
the free ends of the folded sheet-shaped body, stress is
created on said coil head which permits its configuration
and assembly on the corresponding mandrel to accu-
mulate a plurality of supports and to carry out the joint
winding of all of them, with a single winder, which makes
it possible to obtain high production.
[0015] According to claim 1 the coil heads have, with
respect to their opposite inside surfaces, respective
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pairs of ribs that form a dovetail-shaped recess, through
which assembly thereof on the corresponding mandrel
will be facilitated in order to avoid possible release.
[0016] With the described structure, we obtain a per-
fectly reinforced support for coils and once the winding
has been carried out, the coils are formed by means of
a clamp that anchors them by one of their respective
side wings, closing them on the winding, whilst upon
placing the coil in the core of E-shaped plates, the op-
posite wings close upon the previously formed wings,
materializing perfect isolation without the need of any
additional operation.
[0017] In order to complete the description that is go-
ing to be made hereinafter, and for the purpose of pro-
viding a better understanding of its characteristics, the
present specification is accompanied by a set of draw-
ings, in whose figures the most significant details of the
invention described in this specification are represented
in an illustrative and non-restrictive manner.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0018] Figure 1 shows a plan view of the plan sheet-
shaped plastic body (2) that defines the body of the in-
sulating support of the coil, it being possible to see its
general rectangular shape, provided in the center and
sides with respective cuts, as well as the conformation
of the sheet-shaped body for suitable assembly thereof
having been represented with dotted lines.
[0019] Figure 2 shows a plan view of the already fold-
ed sheet (2') in such a way that the longitudinal side
wings thereof are bent upwards according to two differ-
entiated sections, facilitating the subsequent assembly
thereof.
[0020] Figure 3 shows a side view of the body of the
previous figure, wherein one can see the way in which
the pair of side sections of the folded sheet-shaped plas-
tic body tend to bend upward.
[0021] Figure 4 shows a perspective view of the
sheet-shaped plastic body formed and folded over its
narrower central section in order to materialize its as-
sembly in the corresponding coil head.
[0022] Figure 5 shows a perspective view of the
sheet-shaped plastic body formed and assembled in the
pair of coil heads, defining a stable body due to its own
configuration that permits positioning thereof in a sup-
port or mandrel.

DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

[0023] In view of the commented figures and in ac-
cordance with the numbering used, we can see how the
support (1) for coils used preferably in the manufacture
of reactors is fundamentally based on a sheet-shaped
insulating plastic body (2, 2') and coil heads (6, 7), hav-
ing a rectangular plan in the center and side of which
respective cuts (3) that form a narrower central section,
have been made, while longitudinally to the sheet-

shaped body (2) a pair of respective folding lines (4) and
(5) are made laterally.
[0024] Upon forming the plastic sheet (2) in the de-
scribed manner, respective pairs of longitudinal wings
are defined laterally which open in the assembly of the
sheet in the coil heads (6) and (7) facilitating the winding
on the formed support.
[0025] This is so, due to the fact that when the nar-
rower central section of sheet (2, 2') is located in one of
the coil heads (6), due to the configuration of the sheet
(2, 2') the wider side areas tend to converge due to the
effect of the mechanical stress formed between them,
at the free end thereof, allowing placement of the coil
head (7), while the open side surfaces of the box are
formed laterally, just as one can see in figures (4) and
(5); facilitating the winding of the turns.
[0026] Thus, the folded sheet-shaped body (2') is
mounted on the head (6) by its narrower central section,
the folded wings resting on the side of the head, con-
verging by the opposite end together, avoiding disas-
sembly.
[0027] The supports (1) thus formed are positioned in
a support or mandrel, according to a specific number of
them in order to pass to the simultaneous winding proc-
ess of all of them, for which only one winder is neces-
sary, resulting in a high and very profitable production.
[0028] Besides, as the entire coil unit is perfectly re-
inforced, release of the sheet-shaped plastic body is
prevented obtaining a totally reliable coil
[0029] On the other hand, in order to facilitate inser-
tion and fastening of the coil supports (6) and (7) in the
corresponding mandrel, the coil heads define inside a
pair of ribs (8) that form a dovetail-shaped recess
through which the assembly in the support or mandrel
is materialized, whereby release thereof is prevented.
[0030] By means of the described configuration, a coil
with the same characteristics as the conventional ones
manufactured from an injected plastic support is ob-
tained, in such a way that the coil will adapt better to the
magnetic core, favoring the thermal dissipation and tak-
ing up less space in the window of the core, which will
make it possible to make cores with a larger number of
turns or with larger diameter copper wire when it is nec-
essary to do so.
[0031] Finally, once the coil has been made, the side
wings will fold alternately, overlapping the wings of the
corresponding sides, materializing a perfect electric iso-
lation.

Claims

1. Insulating support for coils, the coils being of the
type that are preferably used in the manufacture of
reactors and that are formed from a generally rec-
tangular-shaped support open in the center, the
support (1) comprising at least one coil head (6, 7)
and a folded sheet shaped body (2') obtained from
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a rectangular plan sheet (2), provided in the center
and on the sides with respective cuts (3) and a pair
of folding lines (4) and (5) on both sides that cause
the bending thereof according to two side wings,
characterized in that the folded sheet-shaped
body (2') is mounted in at least one coil head (6,7)
which has in relation to its opposite surface respec-
tive pairs of ribs (8) that form a dovetail-shaped re-
cess for assembly thereof in the mandrel upon fit-
ting in a body with a similar section.

2. Insulating support for coils, according to claim 1,
characterized in that the folded sheet-shaped
body (2') is mounted in the coil head (6) by its nar-
rower central part, the free ends of both wider side
sections converging together.

3. Insulating support for coils, according to claim 1,
characterized in that the pair of wide wings di-
verge from each other, in such a way that as the
configured and reinforced support (1) is located in
a mandrel, its winding is facilitated.

Patentansprüche

1. Isolierender Träger für Spulen, wobei die Spulen
von dem Typ sind, der vorzugsweise bei der Her-
stellung von Reaktoren eingesetzt wird und der aus
einem im Allgemeinen rechteckig geformten Träger
besteht, der in der Mitte offen ist, wobei der Träger
(1) wenigstens einen Spulenkopf (6, 7) und einen
Körper (2') in Form von gebogenem Blech umfasst,
der aus einem rechteckigen, planen Blech (2) ent-
steht, das in der Mitte und an den Seiten jeweils mit
Einschnitten (3) und einem Paar Biegelinien (4) und
(5) an beiden Seiten versehen ist, die das Biegen
desselben zwei seitlichen Flügeln entsprechend
bewirken, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der
Körper (2') in Form eines gebogenen Blechs in we-
nigstens einem Spulenkopf (6, 7) angebracht wird,
der in Bezug auf seine gegenüberliegende Fläche
entsprechende Paare von Rippen (8) aufweist, die
eine schwalbenschwanzförmige Aussparung zum
Montieren desselben in dem Dom beim Einsetzen
in einem Körper mit gleichartigem Querschnitt bil-
den.

2. Isolierender Träger für Spulen nach Anspruch 1,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Körper (2') in
Form eines gebogenen Blechs mit seinem schma-
leren Mittelteil in dem Spulenkopf (6) angebracht
wird, wobei die freien Enden beider breiterer seitli-
cher Abschnitte aufeinander zu laufen.

3. Isolierender Träger für Spulen nach Anspruch 1,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Paar breiter
Flügel so auseinander läuft, dass, wenn der ge-

formte und verstärkte Träger (1) in einem Dom po-
sitioniert wird, sein Wickeln erleichtert wird.

Revendications

1. Support isolant pour bobines, les bobines étant du
type qui sont utilisées de préférence dans la fabri-
cation de bobines de réactance et qui sont formées
à partir d'un support de forme générale rectangulai-
re ouvert au centre, le support (1) comprenant au
moins une tête de bobine (6,7) et un corps (2') en
forme de feuille pliée obtenu à partir d'une feuille
plane rectangulaire (2), pourvue au centre et sur les
côtés d'échancrures respectives (3) et d'une.paire
de lignes de pliage (4) et (5) sur les deux côtés, qui
provoquent le pliage de ladite feuille selon deux
ailes latérales, caractérisé en ce que le corps (2')
en forme de feuille pliée est monté dans au moins
une tête de bobine (6,7) qui possède en relation
avec sa surface opposée des paires respectives de
nervures (8) qui forment un évidement en queue
d'aronde pour l'assemble dudit corps dans le man-
drin lors de l'emboîtement dans un corps présentant
une section similaire.

2. Support isolant pour bobines suivant la revendica-
tion 1, caractérisé en ce que le corps (2') en forme
de feuille pliée est monté dans la tête de bobine (6)
par sa partie centrale la plus étroite, les extrémités
libres des deux sections latérales les plus larges
étant mutuellement convergentes.

3. Support isolant pour bobines suivant la revendica-
tion 1, caractérisé en ce que la paire d'ailes laté-
rales divergent l'une de l'autre, de telle manière
que, lorsque le support (1) configuré et renforcé est
placé dans un mandrin, son bobinage est facilité.
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